
Recognition: Past, present, future?

Benozzo Gozzoli, Journey 
of the Magi, c. 1459



Last time: Overview of recognition
• Brief history of recognition
• Different “dimensions” of recognition

• What type of content?
• What type of output?
• What type of supervision?

• Trends
• Saturation of supervised learning
• Transformers
• Vision-language models
• “Universal” recognition systems
• Text-to-image generation
• From vision to action



Simple machinery



Classification, Detection and Regression
0: Why
I: Classification

- Basic classification - features to logistic regression; facts 
of life

- variant classification (words from pictures; others)
- lane boundaries
- semantic segmentation; masks?; labelling 3D worlds ala 

torr

II: Detection
- localization + classification FasterRCNN, YOLO
- MaskRCNN
- 3D detection Det?

III: Regression
- (depth from single images is possible); Boxes and 

primitives



Image classification



Key ideas
Goal:

- Adjust classifier so that it accurately classifies *UNSEEN* data

Procedure:
- Adjust so that it

– classifies training data well
– generalizes 

- regularization term, either explicit or implicit

Evaluation:
- Use held out data to check accuracy on *UNSEEN* data



Main Points



Under the hood



Olden days



Multiclass logistic regression
For classes 1, .., C

Given a feature vector 

Form  

Interpret by



Multiclass logistic regression - II
Adjust w_i to maximize log-likelihood on training data

- possibly regularizing by magnitude

But what is x?
- Olden days: by hand



Multiclass logistic regression



“Modernity”



Making features using layers of functions

Logistic regression

Something else
that isn’t linear
and is likely to be
helpful.
Must have many 
outputs, many inputs
and a manageable 
number of parameters



Another view of multiclass logistic regression

Abstract as:

    Maps a vector to a vector
    Nonlinearity applied to linear map

Often referred to as a “fully connected layer”



Making features using layers of functions

Logistic regression

Use a multiclass logistic regression here

Use a multiclass logistic regression here



Training: gradient descent

Logistic regression

Use a multiclass logistic regression here

Use a multiclass logistic regression here

The gradient is obtained by a 
recursion.  This follows from the
chain rule.  Various autograds will work
it out for you.



Multiple feature constructing layers



Making features using layers of functions

Logistic regression

Something else
that isn’t linear
and is likely to be
helpful.
Must have many 
outputs, many inputs
and a manageable 
number of parameters

Issue: if input is an image
then FC layers will have far too
many  parameters.

Need something smaller.



What do we need to classify?





Convolution





Convolution
Think of this as a form of dot-product

- between kernel and window

Like dot-products
- largest value when kernel matches window
- smallest when kernel matches window with contrast reversal

-> SIMPLE PATTERN DETECTOR!





The ReLU

Issue:  contrast reversal in pattern

If we apply a relu to a conv, then 
we have a *signed* pattern detector



Basic pattern detector

Notice - not very many parameters
detects the same pattern at each location



Generalizing convolution



Patterns of patterns of patterns….



Stride and redundancy



Pooling







Classification variants
Predict more labels with complex semantics

Predict a cost function from the image
- report the minimum

This allows
- Visual question answering

– function accepts question, offered answers and takes min at best
- Writing sentences

– choose sentence that minimizes cost



Situations

Yatskar+Zettlemoyer+Farhadi 2016



Visual Question Answering



doesn’t always work…



Sentence generation
Decode features into sentence (with LSTM, etc)

- essentially classification with funky taxonomy

Aneja et al, 2018



doesn’t always work…
And scoring system is easily subverted!

Aneja et al, 2018



Encoders



A classifier



Can train encoder *without labels*
Encoder yields embedding of the image

Exploit data augmentation
- take image and

– crop+resize; adjust colormap; etc

Strategy: Contrastive learning
- Adjust embedding so that

– A and Augment(A) should be close
– A and B should be far

Then multiclass logistic regression when you have labels



SOA - rough summary
Very high accuracy with 1000’s of classes

- Using 
– very deep residual networks

- clever trick to improve training convergence
– alternative feature construction methods

Classification wrt
- Object present
- Scene type
- Etc

Challenges
- tough with little training data (but encoders are somewhat interchangeable)
- change in dataset presents problems



Open questions
Rules of machine learning

- It all works when test data is “like” training data
– IID samples from the same distribution

- All bets are off otherwise; very little theoretical support

Practice in computer vision
- It is tough to tell when this condition occurs
- Mostly, it isn’t imposed 

– instead, we say that there was a generalization failure when classifier 
doesn’t work

Q: Why don’t we get in trouble when we break the rules?
Q: Tell when datasets A, B are “compatible”

- In a crisp, formal way (rather than try and see)



Exploiting registration and classification

Use a classifier to tell:
- how far to the next intersection?
- what is it like?
- is there a bike lane?
- etc.



Road layout maps

Potential cues
- streetview
- openmaps 



Partially supervised cues
Open Street Maps (OSM)

Seff+Xiao



Seff+Xiao



Partially supervised cues
Google street view

Seff+Xiao



Labelling - I
Match panoramas to roads

- panorama center location, orientation is known
- (essentially) project to plane 
- thresholded nearest neighbor to road center polyline

– thresholding removes panoramas inside buildings, 
etc.

- some noise 
– under bridges, etc.

Annotations
- Intersections
- Drivable heading
- Heading angle
- Bike lane
- Speed limit, wrong way, etc.



Seff+Xiao



Seff+Xiao



Seff+Xiao



Seff+Xiao



Seff+Xiao



Seff+Xiao



Seff+Xiao



Seff+Xiao



Seff+Xiao



At this point
I can tell from an image whether

- I’m pointing in the right direction
- going the right way
- facing an intersection
- available turns, etc.
- what and where street signs are
- …

Can I build a reliable controller?



BIG GOOD QUESTIONS
Mashup of openmaps and street view

- it could predict drivable directions, steering directions, lanes, signs, etc.

Q:  WHY IS THIS NOT DRIVING AROUND NOW?
- A: (pretty obviously) because it doesn’t work

Q: WHY NOT?
- A: interesting



Fragkiadaki, ND



Imitation learning
Approaches

- Imitation learning:
– Train a policy that does “the same thing” as an expert



Fragkiadaki, ND



Regression
We must make image-like things from images
Running example:

- depth map from image

A depth map has the depth to closest surface at every pixel
- it is the same size as the image



Recall feature construction 
Apply “pattern detector” to image

- another to the result
- another to the result
- etc
- occasionally reducing the spatial size of the block of data representing patterns to 

control redundancy

The resulting block of data is spatially small
- eg in the (very simple) CIFAR network, 
- 32x32x3-> 4x4x64

x size
y size

number of features



We could now predict an image by..
Take pattern detector results and decode into pattern

- “pattern producer”

Apply pattern producer to feature block
- another to result
- another to result
- occasionally upsampling as required

Pattern producer is itself a convolution
- a feature location detects a particular pattern
- scale that pattern by the strength of the response, and place down
- sum at overlap
- => convolution (sometimes called transpose convolution, inverse convolution)



Decoders



Regression

Sometimes known as a U-net

Skip connections



Regression
Train with pairs (image, depth)

- Loss
– Squared error +abs value of error+other terms as required

Very powerful general recipe
- depth from image
- normal from image
- superresolution
- Semantic segmentation (classification-like, regression-like)

Variants
- more sophisticated encoder



Depth SOTA (early 23)

https://paperswithcode.com/sota/monocular-depth-estimation-on-nyu-depth-v2

Better

Time



Normal SOTA (early 23)

https://paperswithcode.com/sota/surface-normals-estimation-on-nyu-depth-v2-1

Better

Time



Ghost(s) at the party

Tremblay et al 20



Ghost(s) at the party

Tremblay et al 20



Further spectral manifestations



And a scary movie…



Examples

Depth (omnimap, current best depth est) Normal (omnimap, current best normal est)



Classification vs detection
Classification:

- there is an X in this image
– what

Detection:
- there is an X HERE in this image

– what AND where

Key issues
- how to specify where
- relationship between what and where

– efficiency, etc
- evaluation

– surprisingly fiddly



Two threads
Localize then classify

- find boxes that likely contain objects
- decide what is in the box

YOLO: Localize while classifying
- in parallel, score

– boxes for “goodness of box”
– boxes for “what is in it”

- combine



Start simple
Where = axis aligned box



Which window

Astonishing fact
- Easy to tell whether a region is likely to be an object

– even if you don’t know what object (Endres+Hoiem, 10; Uijlings et al 12)
– if it’s an object

- there’s contrast with surroundings in texture, etc
– if not

- often neighbor region is similar



Selective Search

Construct hierarchy of image regions
- using a hierarchical segmenter

Rank regions using a learned score
Make boxes out of high-ranking regions



Selective search pipeline

Uijlings et al, 12



You need to search at multiple scales



Simplest detector
Use selective search to propose boxes
Check boxes with classifier

BUT
- boxes likely overlap - non-maximum suppression
- boxes likely in poor location - bounding box 

regression





Non maximum suppression



Bounding box regression







Configuration spaces
You should think of a box as a point in a 4D space

- configuration space of the boxes

Selective search is weird
- networks don’t do lists much

Alternative
- sample the configuration space on some form of grid

– eg three aspect ratios, three scales, grid of locations
– important: many possible sampling schemes

- check each sample with rank score Anchor boxes





Evaluating detectors
Compare detected boxes w ground truth boxes
Favor

- right number of boxes with right label in right place

Penalize
- awful lot of boxes
- multiple detections of the same thing



Strategy
Strategy:

- Detector makes a ranked list of boxes
- GT is a list of boxes
- Mark detector boxes with relevant/irrelevant
- summarize lists

Marking boxes:
- All are irrelevant, then
- For each GT box:

– Overlap measured as IOU (intersection over union)
– Find highest ranking box with largest overlap
   – mark relevant if IOU> threshold

 



Average precision

Recall =  (Number of relevant boxes marked)/(Total number of relevant boxes)
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Plot curve by computing recall, precision 
Obtained by taking top k boxes in list for 
Different values of k

Average precision is area under curve



Strategy
Strategy:

- Detector makes a ranked list of boxes
- GT is a list of boxes
- Mark detector boxes with relevant/irrelevant
- summarize lists

Summarize lists:
• Sort by box ranking
• Compute AP per class
• Compute average of AP

• MAP at IOU 0.5  has been standard for a while
• Higher IOU’s are harder.

 



YOLO

YOLO v8 is about as fast and accurate as you can get
       link on webpage

key idea
- look at box scores, label values independently































Evaluation, YOLOv8

https://github.com/ultralytics/ultralytics



YOLOv8 Tuning



SOA and variants: rough summary
Very accurate detection for hundreds of categories 

- with enough training data
- important variations in training data available

– you don’t have to put a box on everything

YOLO allows a tradeoff between speed and accuracy
- and can be very fast

Variants
- Localization more accurate than boxes
- Incorporate LIDAR, etc.
- Boxes in 3D rather than 2D
- Variant feature constructions are very important



Ghost(s) at the party

Tremblay et al 20


